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26.1 Motivation
We can look at SIAs in computationally-driven narrative systems from two perspectives. The
first is the need for SIAs as characters and/or actors in generated narratives. The second is the
need for SIAs themselves to have narrative capabilities.

The creation and telling of stories is thought to be a basic human characteristic. All
societies we know of have stories as part of their culture, with dramatic enaction and recitation
- often accompanied by music - both pre-dating written forms. The earliest conceptualisation
we have in western cultures is that of Aristotle [Lucas 1968] in his Poetics, dating back some
2,500 years. The book of this work that survived focused on tragedy (it had a second book on
comedy that has been lost) and one of its most important concepts was that of muthos. This
corresponds to what we might call plot, the structured events and actions that make up a story.
Plot has remained a central part of narrative theory, and indeed some might argue that having
a plot is what makes a story, a story.

A second of Aristotle’s concepts was mimesis, which is how the story is represented.
The same story can be represented in quite different narrative forms - as a song, a play, a
computer game, a comic strip. Its presentation could also be organised in different ways,
hence ideas such as flash-backs and narrative jumps. Not all plot events necessarily appear in
the presentation, they may be implied or referred to. Indeed, in classical Greek tragedy, most
dramatic actions happen off-stage.

However, like most distinctions between form and content, there is in practice some blur-
ring. Some narrative forms and some narrative techniques work better with some sorts of
story than with others. For example, novels are good at portraying the inner voice of charac-
ters, while films are good at portraying their external circumstances. The issues involved in
moving a story from presentation as a novel to presentation as a film are frequently non-trivial.

An assumption of Aristotle’s, and of much subsequent narrative theory, was that a narrative
must be authored. The author was responsible for the content, while they might or might not
be wholly responsible for the form. In oral traditions, a narrative might be learned and then
presented by other performers. The advent of writing allowed the authoring process to be
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2 Chapter 26 Interactive Narrative and Story-telling

much more easily disconnected from presentation. In theatrical drama, the actors also carry
some responsibility. Thus the concept of being true to the author’s intent.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers became intrigued by the idea that narrative might
be computationally authored more than fifty years ago. Natural language understanding and
natural language generation are long-standing fields of investigation in AI, and it was natural
for researchers to consider whether a computer could generate say poetry, or a novel, rather
than just answer questions about the contents of a database. At this time, computer graphics
required expensive specialised equipment, so that initially work was entirely language-based.
Just as the researchers of the day investigated natural language via grammars, it seemed
feasible that story grammars might support the generation of narratives [Rumelhart 1975].

However, the 1977 system TALESPIN [Meehan 1977], one of the earliest story generation
systems, implemented a different approach. It used a set of rules and goals to output written
stories a few sentences long in the style of Aesop’s fables. While the quality of the stories
as stories was low, its innovation was to give characters goals that motivated them to act and
interact. There was therefore no explicit pre-presentation plot, though [Meehan 1977] makes
it clear that goals were chosen with the aim of generating specific stories.

There has been a continuing tension between the idea of computer technology as a
presentation mechanism for an authored story, and the much more radical idea of a computer
authoring a story itself. How could an SIA be part of a computationally-presented pre-
authored narrative? A pre-authored plot necessarily constrains the role an SIA might play.
There is limited scope for autonomous action selection, since the plot determines the overall
actions of the story at some level of abstraction. However, depending on the form, there may be
scope for expanding plot actions at presentation time. Thus actors can in principle determine
where exactly they move to on a stage (though this is usually decided in advance by a director),
what expressive behaviour they display and how they say their lines. An SIA could therefore
have a small set of autonomous capabilities subject to the plot. We could describe this as weak
SIA involvement.

However, the classical authoring assumption, though dominant, has never been univer-
sal, and improvisational narrative runs at least as far back as authored narrative. Consider
children’s play, or social narratives constructed in turn by successive speakers, or dramatic
improvisation, improv. In these forms, the story does not have a plot when the presentation
starts, though it could be said to have had one by the time the presentation finishes. Plot and
presentation proceed hand-in-hand and the narrative is co-authored interactively. If we imag-
ine SIAs as possible co-authors, driven as in TALESPIN by their own goals, then we have
what we might call strong SIA involvement.

The growth of computer graphics, and in particular the immersive display systems of 1990s
Virtual Reality, gave a powerful impetus to computer-driven narrative research. The science
fiction television series, StarTrek, became a particular inspiration. It included a rest-and-
recreation area for crew on long voyages called the Holodeck. Here crew could enter fictional
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graphical worlds (handily equipped with solid objects and real physics) and interact with
intelligent graphical characters in narrative experiences. To many researchers, Virtual Reality
seemed like a technological basis for a real Holodeck, forcing the questions of how to create
interactive narrative to the forefront [Murray and Murray 2017]. This was when the field really
took off. The new technologies seemed to offer a wholly novel genre of narrative experience.
We will see below however that the addition of interactivity has also had a substantial impact
on the difficulty of the task.

So far we have been motivating the use of SIAs as actors in virtual graphical dramas.
These might be for entertainment, or they might have a pedagogical purpose. However the
reason that all societies engage in narrative production and performance is a deeper one.
Narrative structuring is thought to be a fundamental aspect of human self-definition through
what is known as autobiographical memory [Neisser 1988]. This is the structuring of personal
experience into a story-of-self and a story-to-self.

While it relates to the individual, autobiographical memory is very clearly generated
through social experience, and gives us a basic story-telling capability. However, as well as
being generated through social interaction, autobiographical memory also supports it. Human-
human interaction is full of personal anecdotes, and the telling of such personal narratives is
involved in the building of trust and rapport. For these reasons, SIAs in any domain that
are expected to function over longer than a half-hour experiment, possibly for months or
even years, should be equipped with such a memory and the story-telling capabilities that it
supports [Pointeau and Dominey 2017] [Ho and Dautenhahn 2008] [Lim et al. 2009].

26.2 Models and Approaches
The extent to which instances of stories fit theoretical definitions varies. The long history of
story-telling includes myths and legends, parables, comedies and satires, tragedies of all sorts,
narratives in which one story jumps into another partway through, soap operas, anecdotes,
miracle plays, absurdist dramas, comic strips, live-action role plays and a large set of other
genres. And that is without including film and musical drama. Expecting one theory to cover
all of them over all that time and all those cultures is a big ask.

However, you might think that since narrative has been around for so long, by now there
would be an uncontested definition. The most widely accepted definition in western societies
would be Aristotle’s, focusing on a structured set of events, where ’structured’ usually implies
some form of causal linking. However, on its own, this would include weather forecasts as
narrative as well as most scientific experiments. These are not themselves seen as typical
of narrative, though they may be ’turned into’ narrative. Thus the story of the discovery of
penicillin, or the 1987 UK weather forecast in which the forecaster jocularly dismissed the
idea of a hurricane only for one to hit the country a few hours later. These storified versions
[Aylett 2000] seem to turn a sequence of events into a plot by having them impact characters.
If for characters we read SIAs, then here is a possible in.
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Aristotle did include characters as part of the necessary content of narrative, but in his
view they were subsidiary to the plot, forming a mechanism through which the plot was
revealed. This was very much in line with Greek tragedy in which characters had limited
agency, being subordinate to Fate. Adding a requirement for stronger character agency, and
a further requirement for events to impact characters - change their state - as well be caused
by them, better matches modern story forms. Attempts to reapply Aristotle to modern genres,
whether by media theorists [Laurel 2003] or system builders [Mateas 2000] have focused on
redefining the relationship of characters to plot.

The emphasis on structure as a defining element of narrative was taken up by an early
20thC school of narratology known as structuralism. Working at a much finer granularity
than Aristotle, structuralists looked for elements in common over all narratives. The Russian
structuralist Vladimir Propp has especially influenced some in computational narrative sys-
tems with his 1928 analysis of Russian folktales [Propp and Scott 1968] in which he proposed
some thirty common structures. Each structure bundles characters and events. See for example
structure no2: Interdiction: A forbidding edict or command is passed upon the hero (’don’t go
there’, ’don’t do this’). The hero is warned against some action; or structure no16:Struggle:
The hero and villain meet and engage in conflict directly, either in battle or some nature of
contest. Similar ideas from Joseph Campbell in late 1940s America [Campbell 1956] pro-
duced the idea of The Hero’s Journey.

Computational modellers are attracted to structures as this is what computers are good
at. Propp and Campbell might be very good starting points for a system based on fairy
stories [Paiva et al. 2001] or for authoring a quest-based computer game. Not only this, the
technology of AI planning acts as a very convenient implementation mechanism, concerned
as it is with coherent action sequences meeting specific goals. The UNIVERSE system of the
1980s [Lebowitz 1987] used planning to create plot outlines for interpersonal melodramas,
aka soap operas. Taking Aristotle’s plot/presentation distinction, its outputs were very much at
the plot level, since generating character-level actions, in the form of dialogue, was considered
a problem to be solved later. As a result they read more like summaries of stories than stories
themselves.

It should be no surprise that structuralist approaches are rather genre-specific, and do not
generalise well across genres. Propp targeted Russian fairytales, not soap operas. Moreover, as
with Aristotlian pre-authoring, they are not easy to reconcile with interactivity. They assume a
linear narrative in that the underlying plot forms a single sequence of actions from beginning
to end.

Interactivity was both the inspirational contribution of the Holodeck idea, and a major
theoretical and practical problem for computational narrative. It presents what has been called
the narrative paradox [Aylett 2000], a conflict between pre-determined narrative structures –
especially plot - and the freedom a graphical world offers a user for spatial navigation and
interaction, integral to their feeling of physical presence and immersion. It is worth noting
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that the superficial visual similarity between interactive graphical worlds and film has led to
substantial influences from the latter, especially visible in computer games with their video
cut-scenes. This is in spite of film being in general one of the least interactive of forms.
Even its actor-level behaviours are under the control of a director through multiple cuts
during filming as well as later editing, and the final spectacle is intended for spectators, not
participants.

Broadly, the whole field of interactive narrative falls into a plot-dominated camp that
attacks the narrative paradox by accommodating limited degrees of freedom for the characters,
and a more radical character-based camp that examines how far and under what conditions
character interaction can produce spontaneous narrative structure. This has become known as
Emergent Narrative [Aylett 1999] [Louchart and Aylett 2004] and relies on the idea that just
as physical structures can emerge from interaction in the natural world so narrative structure
can emerge from human interaction under specific conditions.

In some ways this is yet another rerun of the top-down versus bottom-up arguments that
popup in many branches of AI research. The top-down approach guarantees meeting structural
goals but at the expense of responsiveness and flexibility, while the bottom-up approach
is flexible and responsive but lacks guarantees about outcomes. The bottom-up emergent
narrative approach has helped to direct narrative research into new channels however. It
focused on improvisational narrative forms that had been relatively neglected: interactive
theatre [Boal 1995], theatrical improv [Magerko et al. 2010] and role-playing games [Louchart
and Aylett 2003] - table top, live-action [Tychsen et al. 2006], and massive multi-player online
role-play games (MMORPGs).

Plot-based approaches can be more or less pre-authored, depending on the level of ab-
straction of the narrative goals to be met. If one follows Aristotle, then every character action
would be specified, with characters at most having scope to interpret the details of execution.
On the other hand, a hierarchical AI planning perspective could work at the level of ’boy
meets girl’ allowing for real-time expansion of exactly how this happens. In both cases the
narrative would remain essentially linear.

However the most popular approach in plot-based narrative to supporting a degree of
character choice abandons linearity for narrative branching [Riedl and Young 2006], along the
lines of the ’choose your own adventure’ books of the 1980s and 1990s. These coincided with
the arrival of hypertext as a technology. A section of literary theorists became very interested
in hypertext, seeing it as a way of authoring interactive narrative [Landow 1991] without the
need for advanced technical skills.

As a hidden form of menu selection [Delmas et al. 2007], it is widely used in computer
games to provide a degree of replayability, although in most cases branching occurs within
well-defined subsections of the game which then all branch back to a main path. The plot can
no longer be represented by a chain of actions but becomes a directed graph. This does offer
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limited autonomy to both user and characters, even if this may boil down to making a choice
between a small number of narrative branches.

Character-based approaches are by definition not pre-authored in the same way, though
they do require a specified world in some initial state, and motivated characters. They also
require mechanisms to shape interactions into something that feels like a coherent story to
participants. A story director agent is a typical solution [Weyhrauch 1997]. Such a director
may have variable powers: in some systems it might decide a character’s action for them
at a critical point, or might be confined to acting on the storyworld in the style of an RPG
Gamemaster [Tychsen et al. 2009]. A more distributed solution, not incompatible with a
director [Weallans et al. 2012], is to equip characters with an understanding of their social
role as an actor in a drama. For example, a character could evaluate possible actions for their
dramatic impact on others around them [Aylett and Louchart 2008].

Clearly, there is much more scope for SIAs in character-based approaches; indeed the
whole approach hinges on SIA capabilities. In its most radical form, its solution to interactivity
is to put the participating user on the same footing as any other character, generalising
their interactive freedom. This is also a sharp move away from the idea that the narrative
is performed for an audience of spectators, an assumption of most narrative theory. In turn
this requires new methods of assessing narrative success, since it is perfectly possible for an
emergent narrative to look incoherent to a spectator - depending on their point of view - while
feeling coherent to a participant [Aylett and Louchart 2007]. Consider the narrative experience
of an MMORPG player on a group quest and whether there is in fact any room for a detached
audience.

The key difference between interactive narrative and story-telling is that in the former,
characters act out the story, while in the latter a single character, the story-teller, presents
the story verbally. Interactive narrative supposes the user to be a participant in some form.
Story-telling supposes an audience, and the storyteller has explicit control of the usually pre-
authored narrative, though they might alter their telling in response to audience reactions or
invite specific participative actions [Kistler et al. 2011].

This poses very different requirements for SIAs. For interactive narrative, the focus is on
the actions characters can take to forward the narrative; in story-telling an SIA narrator above
all needs appropriate expressive behaviour with which to dramatise the telling. Of course, if
the text is pre-authored, it can also be annotated with such behaviour, using an appropriate
markup language [Niewiadomski et al. 2009].

26.3 History / Overview
Before about 2000, most work in this field focused on story generation and not interactivity.
An influential system of this period was Minstrel [Turner 1993], which unlike the story-
grammar approach, applied case-based retrieval and adaption. As its name suggests, it focused
on stories of knights and chivalry, and used an author-level planner to call a case-based
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reasoning system. This refined the story-graph. For example it could insert dramatic support
for a major event or an introduction for a new character. It was sufficiently comprehensive
to be reconstructed by a different research group more than fifteen years later [Tearse et al.
2010].

By 2000, new groups of researchers had been inspired by the idea of building something
like the Holodeck [Cavazza et al. 2000] and interactivity became a very prominent theme.
A minimum requirement for supporting interactivity was some element of real-time gener-
ation with which a user could interact. This did not per se exclude the earlier story-telling
approaches or authorial control if they could be run incrementally and flexibly, but gave an
impetus to AI planning as a generative mechanism whether from a plot or a character-based
perspective [Riedl and Young 2006], [Aylett et al. 2006].

Interactive technology may come in different forms. The Holodeck supposed an immersive
graphical environment, and the user acting alongside SIAs on an equal footing in a shared
space. Most research groups did not have access to this type of graphical environment and
so we will see that many systems were constructed on desktop machines with keyboard
interaction, modes that were easy to apply within free games engines. As a halfway house,
and especially as interactive devices like the Microsoft Kinect became available, systems used
big screen projection and allowed users to interact by gesture. Some systems dispensed with
graphic visualisation altogether and used text.

The degree of narrative interaction may also vary. The Holodeck assumed users acted as
full characters inside the narrative. We will see that other less interactive roles are also possible
as well as being technically more feasible.

A pioneering instance of the character-based approach, FearNot! [Aylett et al. 2005] cast
the user as an ’invisible friend’ of one of the characters in a desktop virtual drama. This stance
was based on the idea of the spect-actor from Forum Theatre [Boal 1995]. The application was
targeted at educating 9-11 year olds against bullying and there were obvious ethical reasons
for not allowing a user to participate directly.

The narrative was episodic and between episodes in which one character was bullied by
others, the user could advise their ’friend’. The SIAs were driven by a comprehensive affective
architecture [Dias et al. 2014] and action selection depended on their modeled emotional
state. The user’s advice influenced, but did not determine, what the character would do in the
next episode by impacting parameters in its architecture. Advice content also determined the
selection of an episode setting and cast in which the advice was likely to apply.

A different approach was taken in another desktop system, I-STORY-TELLING, using a
scenario based on the US sitcom ’Friends’ [Cavazza et al. 2002]. Here a character was driven
by a hierarchical planner, and the user was able to change the state of the world in ways that
would impact their plan. Thus if one character was looking for the diary of another, with a
view to checking where to take them on a date, moving the position of the diary would impact
whether they did or did not meet the diary’s owner along the way. This might then precipitate
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replanning, and a change in the narrative. Here the user is playing the role of a ghost: not
visible to characters in the story world but able to change its state. A further consequence was
that just initialising the system differently could produce different narratives even without user
intervention.

The Mission Rehearsal Exercise [Swartout et al. 2006], a prototype training system built for
the US military, took a different interactive approach. A single participant played the role of an
army lieutenant but interacted with the scene in plausible military fashion via limited speech
with a sergeant character. This was a conversational SIA with an affective architecture [Gratch
2001] who would relay commands changing the state of the story-world, along a small set of
possible branches. Other characters carried out simple pre-scripted behaviours. The system
used projection onto a screen and surround-sound to produce a feeling of immersion, with
characters at approximately life size.

A related system by the same group, SASO, [Core et al. 2006] supported direct interaction
between the participant and an SIA playing the role of a doctor in Iraq, whose clinic has to
be moved to make way for military operations. The participant was able to communicate with
the SIA using speech. The aim of this training system was to develop negotiation skills; the
narrative was again small-scale and one-episode long. In both these systems, the narrative was
dominated by the training objectives, much as it is in human training role-plays.

Similar in inspiration as interaction technologies matured and became more accessible,
were the ORIENT [Aylett et al. 2009] and Traveller [Degens et al. 2013] systems. Both had
SIAs driven by the same architecture as in the earlier FearNot! and both were episodic in
construction. Like the systems just mentioned, they combined narrative with pedagogy, in
this case education in cultural sensitivity. ORIENT combined three participants around the
age of 14 into a team by giving them complementary interaction devices: one with a touch-
sensitive Dance Mat for navigation, one with a game-based WiiMote for gestures, and one
with an RFID-equipped mobile phone to allow objects to be passed from real to virtual
world. The SIAs represented frog-like aliens with unfamiliar cultural mores whose world was
threatened by an asteroid. The participants were firmly on the real-world side of the screen
but could communicate across it, and social interaction between the participants was viewed
as a significant component of the pedagogy.

The later Traveller system used simpler but more functional interaction technology in the
Microsoft Kinect. A single participant of young adult age was represented by an avatar inside
the story-world, with gestures used to select between actions within scenes, giving a branching
narrative. A further innovation in interactional technology was produced in a digital version of
part of the novel madame Bovary [Cavazza et al. 2007]. Here physiological sensing was used
to infer the possible affective state of the user and generate choices in a branching narrative.

Even more ambitious interaction technology was used in the US Gunslinger installation
[Hartholt et al. 2009], using an augmented reality approach. A real world Wild West saloon
set incorporated flats - large video panels - showing life-size SIAs. These could respond to
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gesture and speech, and the participant was equipped with a cowboy hat containing tracking
equipment and a holster and six-shooter that worked like those in video arcades. However
one participant [Murray 2017] reported that there were not enough narrative and interactional
cues.

The very ease of navigation in the real world compared to that in virtual worlds perhaps put
even more onus on interaction with the characters. This also illuminates a narrative problem
associated with free participant navigation in the storyworld - they may not be where the story
is happening when it is happening. Character-based approaches must design participant goals
carefully in order to structure their narrative experience. This is very much a lesson from Live
Action Role-Play in which briefing participants about their character’s back-story and goals
is a key part of the setup.

With multiple participants, the distinction between plot and presentation, referred to as
Fabula and Sjuzet (or discourse) by structuralists like Propp [Propp and Scott 1968], becomes
inadequate. This is because there is no longer a unique plot in a world in which many
characters and many events co-exist. Three rather than two levels [Swartjes and Theune 2006]
have therefore been suggested.

The Fabula becomes a causal network of all events that took place in the story world
from beginning to end. However the plot is a subset of these events from a specific char-
acter/participant perspective, and thus no longer unique, with one Fabula supporting many
plots, as in MMORGs. The discourse, as before, is how these events are presented. The Vir-
tual Storyteller [Theune et al. 2003] supported this conceptualisation, creating stories with a
collection of SIAs. Inspired by Improv, SIAs were given the capacity to alter the storyworld,
for example by adding required objects, in order to create a coherent plot for themselves.

The most widely influential system of this period remains the desktop system, Facade
[Mateas and Stern 2003]. As a self-contained experience of 15-20 minutes it was distributed
and run well outside the usual circles of researchers in the field. It made the participant a
neighbour of a married couple invited round for drinks. The narrative is driven by conflict
between the two SIAs along the lines of the play Who’s afraid of Virginia Woolf?, drawing
the participant into a set of strong affective conflicts. Unlike the systems discussed so far,
the drama was was not driven by autonomous characters. The authors held to the Aristotlian
principle of a plot as mainspring of narrative structure [Mateas 2000], in opposition to strong-
SIA concepts.

In order to support a range of user actions, Facade was authored as a large database of plan-
fragments called beats accessed via interaction rules. Rather then a limited number of explicit
narrative branches, it attempted to exhaustively cover the narrative space, which required a
very long development period of about five years. A participant was able to freely navigate in
the space representing the SIA’s apartment, and interacted by typed free text.

If the downside of character-based approaches is an incoherent plot, the downside of plot-
based approaches is characters acting ’out of character’ in order to fulfill the plot’s demands,
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undermining their believability. Facade dealt with this problem by only authoring beats that
maintain character believability. A different approach is to treat character believability as a
constraint on a planner generating plot [Riedl and Young 2010]. Work on the Intent-based
Partial Order Causal Link (IPOCL) planner incorporated reasoning about character intention-
ality. It divided planned events into happenings - accidents, involuntary reactions to stimuli,
and forces of nature that do not require character intentionality - and non-happenings that
do. It both recorded possible intents characters could have, and temporal frames over which
they committed to trying to realise them, allowing non-happening events to be motivated by
character goals.

26.4 Similarities and Differences between IVAs and SRs
The reader may have noticed that so far little mention has been made of SRs, and that the
systems discussed have all involved IVAs. This is because there is much less work involving
SRs and narrative, with what there is dominated by story-telling rather than interactive
narrative.

SRs share with IVAs the affordances of embodiment including expressive behaviour, and
the ability to exhibit agency. That said, there are also substantial differences, making them
harder and more time consuming to work with. IVAs can have perfect information about the
graphical world, including any other IVAs. This world is in principle a wholly controllable
environment. Mobile SRs are physical artefacts in a imperfectly controllable physical world,
with fallible sensing and actuation capabilities. A basic requirement in drama of knowing
where you are on the stage and what is within your field of view is trivial for an IVA and very
tricky for an SR.

Furthermore, a constraint that is seldom mentioned is that mobile SRs have a battery
capacity of between 30 minutes and a few hours, depending on how much activity they
engage in. After which they typically take a few hours to recharge. Most robots are also much
more expensive as single artefacts than graphical characters, are available in limited numbers,
and require relatively large spaces in which to operate. Larger robots require accessible
engineering support and are expensive and difficult to transport. Touring a production with
a cast of multiple robots could not be undertaken lightly. Even SF films have never used
autonomous robots as actors.

Historically, robots were very much task-focused, exploiting their basic ability to operate
physically on the world. While SR research focuses on human-robot interaction (HRI),
most of it also operates within requirements for useful function. This may be therapeutic,
educational, or assistive, but outside of specific companies (Disney being the prime example:
[Kober et al. 2012]) is less often narrative or dramatic. Existing entertainment examples, as
in theme parks, are nearly all animatronic rather than exhibiting any degree of autonomy [Lu
2012].
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Many comparative experiments suggest that SRs also have a greater social impact on
users than IVAs given they share the same physical space [Wainer et al. 2006]. However
the potential for physical impacts makes mixing mobile robots and people in social spaces
potentially hazardous. In such shared spaces SRs are normally kept stationary or move very
slowly with audible warnings, neither being very compatible with a dramatic suspension of
disbelief.

For all these reasons, the use of mobile robots as actors is rare and of autonomous
robot actors even rarer. A notable exception was the work of a group at Carnegie-Mellon
at the end of the 1990s [Bruce et al. 2000] in which two robots autonomously played out
an improv exercise in which one actor wants to leave the room and the other has to find
ways of preventing them. By giving the robots different personalities, this produced varying
performances. An autonomous robot was also used in a drama involving a single robot and
actor in France [Lemaignan et al. 2012], mainly designed to demonstrate to an audience the
difference between robot and human perception.

There has been more recent work in Japan, which has a long tradition via Bunraku puppetry
of using mechanical devices in drama. However this tradition may predispose work to tele-
operation [Chikaraishi et al. 2017]. A 2011 US performance of Shakespeare’s Midsummer
Night’s Dream with seven flying robots acting as alter egos to the fairies in the play also used
tele-operation [Murphy et al. 2011]. A further US example involved high-level tele-operation
of the robot at the level of action selection rather than direct physical manipulation [Zeglin
et al. 2014], though this lower level was available in case it was needed.

Where researchers engage in dramatic work with large mobile robots, the motivation is
usually the study of expressive behaviour and more flexible HRI [Knight 2011]. Robot theatre
requires dramatic rather than naturalistic behaviour, and this in the context of platforms with
much more limited expressive capabilities than those available for an IVA. The study of IVA
expressive behaviour is substantially based on human-looking IVAs and, as discussed in a
reference to Chapter 8 on “Multimodal Behavior Modeling for Socially Interactive Agents”
[Pelachaud et al. 2021] of volume 1 of this handbook [Lugrin et al. 2021], often draws on
accounts of facial expression from psychology.

SRs may not have a face at all, or if they do, one that supports restricted or even zero facial
animation. Lack of expressive speech - discussed in chapter 6 on “Building and Designing
Expressive Speech Synthesis” [Aylett et al. 2021] of volume 1 of this handbook [Lugrin
et al. 2021] - is also a major expressive deficiency, and becomes even more of a problem in
story-telling systems dependant primarily on speech. These are issues that may well be better
addressed by the conventions of animated characters [Johnston and Thomas 1981] [Ribeiro
and Paiva 2012] than of human-like behaviour.

There is growing interest in using the development of robot-based drama as an educational
process in its own right [Ryokai et al. 2009], [Bravo Sánchez et al. 2017], [Sullivan et al.
2017], [Barnes et al. 2020]. Here, the quality of the dramatic output and the level of autonomy
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of the robot actors is less important than the classroom-based development process and its
pedagogic outputs. This work prioritises the use of small robots already available in education,
usually with quite limited capabilities. It may also mix them with other physical elements -
tangibles or even cards, supporting narrative development by child users [Fischbach et al.
2018].

Story-telling robots form a separate narrative domain that is in general far less technically
fraught. Audiences are small, often children, who are more tolerant of technical failures,
and usually involve what are known as desktop robots. These are much smaller than robots
designed to move around a room and they remain in one place. They do usually have movable
heads, are often able to use glance, and sometimes have expressive facial features. They are
much less expensive and complex and can use mains electricity. On the other hand story-
telling creates a very strong focus on the expressive behaviours of the storyteller, since it is
this that animates the story and engages the audience [Conti et al. 2017]. Deficits in expressive
speech become especially significant and many systems have used recorded human speech as
a result.

In principle, a robot telling a specific story could be wholly pre-programmed, with the
text annotated with suitable head movements, glance and appropriate facial expressions.
However human story-telling is a social activity in which the storyteller takes account of
audience reactions to modify their performance and possibly how the same story is told. Given
the current limitations on processing user reactions, this is still very challenging, especially
inferring an audience’s emotional reactions [Costa et al. 2018].

A constructive approach to education sees story-telling by pupils as a source of active
learning [Catala et al. 2017a]. This means that story-telling robots need not themselves tell
the stories and some of the technical issues can be mitigated by social interaction between the
human participants. An SR can provide an inspiration or prop for child story-telling [Plaisant
et al. 2000] and the feasibility of co-operative story-telling is also currently investigated [Sun
et al. 2017].

26.5 Current Challenges
Most researchers in the field would agree that the early excitement about the possibilities
of the Holodeck has not resulted in many fully realised systems that could be enjoyed for
themselves as narrative experiences rather than as demonstrations of research ideas [Murray
2017]. Facade, as discussed above, remains a rather isolated example, and is known to have
taken five years to develop. FearNot! with 44 possible episodes, was developed and evaluated
over the course of two three-year projects.

This is in spite of a great deal of work on authoring systems. The effort involved in
developing an initial digital narrative system has led to most groups working in the area over
a period of time to develop their own tools to make this easier. Generalising a specific system
into a more generic architecture is an obvious move. Hence FAtiMA [Dias et al. 2014] from
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the FearNot! work, and Thespian [Si et al. 2005] and the Virtual Human Toolkit [Gratch
et al. 2013] from systems such as MRS, SAPO and Gunslinger. The experience of building
Facade lies behind the toolkit Comme Il Faut [McCoy et al. 2010], the extensive base of social
behaviour rules used to build PromWeek [McCoy et al. 2012], a narrative game in the style of
those that appear in The Sims.

Some work has started at the other end of the process, with an explicitly designed author-
ing system that incorporates runtime support for its output. However, just as architectures ab-
stracted from specific systems embody the narrative approach and assumptions of that system,
so authoring systems also embody specific assumptions and representations. This has always
been clear in the authoring systems associated with games engines. Thus the Dungeons and
Dragons-based Never Winter Nights of the late 1990s had an authoring system based around
locations, navigation between them, objects found in them, and creatures encountered there,
either for conversations or battles. On the other hand the first-person shooter engine, Unreal
Tournament, of the same period, had a system for authoring shooter episodes.

IDtension [Szilas 2003] is a longstanding narrative authoring system, text-based in its
original form. It is plot rather than character based and is able either to generate a story
itself or to produce one in real-time with a participant making action choices alternately
with the system. Its approach is to present every possible action in its model at every turn,
making a search through its knowledge base of goals, actions and obstacles. This can result in
more than a hundred possible choices during the story. It was made available to non-experts
to produce a complete sample drama, The Mutiny [Szilas 2008]. Other authoring systems,
such as STORYTEC [Göbel et al. 2008] may have narrative elements but are primarily game
authoring tools, usually for adventure-type games in which a narrative is really a backstory
for puzzle-solving.

While invaluable in increasing the productivity of research groups, authoring systems have
not so far led to more complete narrative experiences. One obvious reason is the theoretical
difficulties we have discussed of reconciling structure and interactivity are still not wholly
solved. In computer games (see chapter 27), this issue is generally addressed by restricting
narrative interactivity in favour of much simpler forms such as shooting. Narrative branching
is still the standard approach in commercial games, along with the use of non-interactive
video cut-scenes. Non-player characters rarely have the necessary capabilities for autonomous
action, in most cases not even a memory of past interactions. However, two other reasons are
at least as important. The first is the need for content, and the second the technical skills
required to develop such systems.

In the other graphical genres - film and computer games - large numbers of people are
involved in generating content. Indeed, many games companies do not distinguish between
pre-authored narrative and pre-authored graphical content. They are as wary of open-ended
narrative as they are of machine learning, and for similar commercial risk-avoidance reasons.
Researchers, on the other hand, seldom have access to large-scale graphical content and
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even more seldom have such creative skills themselves. Routine content production is not
a publishable research task. This is one reason for widespread use of game engines, since they
come with free content or a user base that generates and shares such content.

In general, the greater the degree of user interactivity, the worse the graphical content
problem becomes. If users can change the state of the story world then new states must
be visualised for them. If story characters can also change the state of the world then the
problem multiples. Moreover, the greater the roles to be played by characters, the greater
the repertoire of actions they require, all of which must also be visualised. Not only this,
characters nearly always require natural language interaction capabilities, and this requires
actual language content, whether pre-authored phrases, lexicon and grammar, or a machine
learning-based dialogue system. Character-based narrative approaches have more substantial
content demands than plot-based approaches, because their aim is to produce a wider range
of narrative experiences.

Table-top role-play solves this problem by supplying gamemasters with volumes of back-
ground world material, including the milieu, some history and a set of back-stories. This
works because there are plenty of gamemasters and roleplayers and using the materials only
requires the cost of the book and literacy. Moreover the materials are interpreted by human
intelligence. But consider turning the whole of a roleplay universe into shareable graphic ma-
terials. This would be a much larger scale enterprise than the materials associated with a game
engine and would have to find a common representation - graphical and probably ontological
too - that could be used by multiple game engines. Specific MMORPGs do solve the problem
- and some, such as World of warcraft, are effectively graphically versions of earlier written
source materials. However, these are closed proprietary systems. Open systems like Minecraft
allow users to generate graphical materials but do not embody any narrative framework.

The second barrier to fully-realised systems is the level and range of technical expertise
required to author them. The large teams involved in film and computer-game production
support multiple skill specialisations. Interactive narrative shares similar integration problems,
but research teams are rarely large enough to include a full range. While a novel can be
attempted by any literate person on their own, the need for an understanding of narrative
technology is a barrier to creative non-specialists. Widely usable authoring systems remain a
challenge.

The technical experts, on the other hand, are rarely talented constructors of compelling nar-
rative and characterisation. Game engines provide 3D graphical environments with backing
code banks, but they are focused on supporting specific game genres and require program-
ming effort to support functionality beyond that. The most-used engines are proprietary and
have substantial licencing charges if used for publicly distributed work. The research-based
authoring systems and architectures discussed above all require a good understanding of the
technology of the system being authored to be successfully used.
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The content challenge is currently being addressed in three ways: by procedural genera-
tion; by crowd sourcing; and by the application of machine learning approaches. Interactive
narratives require a broad range of different types of content, some graphical (’physical’ en-
vironment, graphical models of objects, character bodies and animations) and some related
to the technological approach of the narrative being constructed. For example, a plot-based
approach may require content for the branching graph representing the plot; an emergent nar-
rative may require character actions.

Procedural generation is widely explored in computer games research [Hendrikx et al.
2013]. Methods are available for terrain, vegetation, bodies of water, road networks, and urban
environments, as well as lower-level textures and materials. Procedural animation systems
have been developed for the computer games market and researchers have tried to extend these
into forms more suitable for autonomous characters [Horswill 2009]. While this is all useful,
it is not narrative, and works better for games in which simple interactions like navigation
and fighting are important. Moreover most of these systems are developed as middleware for
the computer games industry, often at premium prices, and are not necessarily accessible to
researchers. Generation of puzzles for RPG games [Fernández-Vara and Thomson 2012] is
closer to narrative but a puzzle is not itself a plot.

AI planning technology can be thought of as a procedural generation system working in
real-time [Riedl and Young 2010]. However it too has content: binding symbolic represen-
tations of world state to goal and action definitions. While a graphical procedural generation
system can produce a building, an ontology is required to label it ’a police station’, and a plan-
ning system would need an action ’report to the police’ as well as a motivating goal to make
use of it in a narrative. The planner also needs to know what the consequences of executing
the action would be in terms of changes in the state of the world. This is true whether the plan
operates at the level of a plot, or is attached to an autonomous character.

The AI Planning research community has worked on the problem of automating the
construction of planning knowledge for many years [Cresswell et al. 2013], [Jilani et al.
2014]. However there is only a small overlap between the two research communities, and how
to generate narratively-useful knowledge for an AI planner remains a challenge [Porteous and
Cavazza 2009].

Crowd sourcing forms a second possible source of content. One might argue that the
narrative content of MMORPGs is a type of crowd sourcing, though it formally depends on
quests, a set of authored goals and constraints. An early initiative leveraging large numbers
of participants via the internet [Orkin and Roy 2007] ran more than 5000 online sessions
of The Restaurant Game. The game allowed participants to play either a customer or a
waitress, so that data was collected from human role-play. This data was used to build a
narrative representation called a Plan Network, a statistical model that encoded context-
sensitive expected patterns of behavior and language, with dependencies on social roles and
object affordances.
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This was intended to provide what it called common ground, the world knowledge that
could be used in both plot and character based approaches about what actions people were
likely to perform with which objects in specific scenarios. The approach had clear parallels
with corpora-building in the natural language dialogue community, one of which involved
ordering meals online from restaurants.

Other work has included crowd sourcing to directly form a plot-graph [Li and Riedl 2015]
and the application of structural ideas from Theatre, in the form of Stanislavsky’s Active
Analysis rehearsal technique [Feng et al. 2016]. Online rehearsal was also the approach
taken by a crowd-sourcing system aimed at collecting character material, including change
in emotional state, for an emergent narrative [Kriegel and Aylett 2008].

26.6 Future Directions
Crowd-sourcing content pre-dated the enthusiasm for machine learning which has swept the
AI community at the time of writing, and they can be thought of as comparatively small-scale
examples of these data-driven approaches. Reinforcement learning, in which actions are tried
and rewarded or punished according to their success, is the technique of choice for learning
sequences of actions. Deep reinforcement learning (RL), using the current artificial neural net
technologies, has been applied successfully to learning a better-than-human performance set
of actions in a number of Atari games [Hessel et al. 2018].

Most games genres are however much simpler than narratives, with a small set of actions,
a repeating set of contexts, and simple metrics for rewards and punishments. Even so, deep
RL requires very substantial amounts of computing power. Recent work required an average
of 80 million frames on games running at 60 frames a second - equivalent to about 38 hours
of human play on a game a human can learn in tens of minutes. With a wider set of possible
actions and contexts that repeat much less often, as well as metrics of ’success’ that are very
hard to formalise, applying deep RL to generating action sets for characters, or for a narrator-
level plot, in graphical environments would be a formidable task. Not least a chicken-and-egg
problem of not having enough running narratives in the first place to form a corpus. However
if the task is reformulated into a purely language-based one, it becomes somewhat more
tractable. As already mentioned, the field of natural language has been using corpora for a long
time, and there already exist resources that are useful for learning narrative sequences. One
example is a database of film summaries [Bamman et al. 2013]. Natural language corpora can
be processed into simpler event-like structures with subject-verb-object plus indirect objects
where needed.

A problem of standard recurrent neural network approaches is that they have limited ability
to retain a memory of past decisions, so that learning plots results in stories that wander,
without much narrative coherence. Recent work [Tambwekar et al. 2019] tries to deal with
this by shaping learning towards a final goal, a specified event. As in UNIVERSE and other
older systems, this generates a plot description, the basic set of actions in the story. It is some
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way from the presentation of the story and so far work has not examined how the output could
used for an interactive experience.

As discussed above, every research group working in a specific software field over a
long period develops architectures (see chapter 16 on “The Fabric of Socially Interactive
Agents: Multimodal Interaction Architectures” [Kopp and Hassan 2022] of this volume of
the handbook) and tools (see chapter 20 on “Platforms and Tools for SIA Research and
Development” [Hartholt and Mozgai 2022] of this volume of the handbook) to reduce the
amount of reworking they must do each time they produce a system. In the computer games
industry this has led to an associated middleware industry supplying common tools - very
expensive ones in general - to many games companies. In a research field like interactive
narrative the establishment of common representational standards would help this to happen.

The behaviour markup language standard developed for driving expressive graphical char-
acters [Kopp et al. 2006] is a help. However, its general purpose nature, while a strength,
makes it a limited component of an interactive narrative system. A set of narrative ontologies
for different styles of interactive narrative might deliver more, but the theoretical divergences
in the field make these hard to develop. AI Planning has benefited substantially from a Plan
Domain Description Language (PDDL) [Fox and Long 2003] but this appears to have made
very little impact on work in digital narrative in spite of the central role played by planners.
The development of agreed standards is work that still needs to be done.

As a domain in which many technologies must be integrated, interactive narrative also
stands to benefit from developments in many related fields. We have already mentioned the
need for expressive speech. The rapid improvement in dialogue systems should also be highly
significant (See chapter 15 on “Socially Interactive Agent Dialogue” [Traum 2022] of this
volume of the handbook), as also developments in multimodal interaction.

We saw above that the growth in interaction technologies has led to systems with a more
ambitious approach to interaction modalities than the keyboard. Multimodal interaction has so
far been mostly applied to deliberate participant actions, allowing the use of explicit gesture
[Degens et al. 2013] - see chapter 7 on “Gesture Generation” [Saund and Marsella 2021] of
volume 1 of this handbook [Lugrin et al. 2021]. Much more could be done to incorporate
participants into a narrative experience using facial expression recognition to infer responses,
or action recognition and goal inference, especially in augmented reality settings. The use of
Theory of Mind processing (see chapter 9 on “Theory of Mind and Joint Attention” [Perez-
Osorio et al. 2021] of volume 1 of this handbook [Lugrin et al. 2021]), especially in its
simulation variant [Dias et al. 2013], also gives scope for enriched interaction.

While the Holodeck was an inspiration to the field, it also prioritised a specific view of an
interactive narrative as a self-contained virtual experience. Rather than requiring participants
to operate in the virtual world, one can conceive of computer-supported role-play in which
SIAs contribute to a real world narrative experience. This augmented reality view would in-
clude the use of tangibles [Catala et al. 2017b] and collective human role-play. An inspiration
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here would be the Story Room [Alborzi et al. 2000], originally conceived as a space with re-
sources supporting child story construction. Robust technology that could support Live Action
Role-Play would also be an interesting way of exploring this idea.

Finally, longlived SIAs, interacting over weeks, months, or even years (see chapter 19 on
“Long-Term Interaction with Relational SIAs” [Kory-Westlund et al. 2022] of this volume
of this handbook), will absolutely require narrative capabilities. These will organise their
interaction memories, as well as creating more pleasant and varied interaction [Bickmore
et al. 2009] [Cordar et al. 2014]. Interactive narrative will appear at some point wherever
longlived SIAs appear.

26.7 Summary
We have seen in this chapter that narrative and story-telling are fundamental human capabili-
ties. As such, they have formed one of the challenges for AI researchers tackling a wide range
of human skills.

We have considered how this led to the field of interactive narrative, and the inspiring
example of the Holodeck, focusing on the role of SIAs as characters. We have seen that
the two and a half thousand years of narrative theory in the west has not always helped all
that much in this field due to the nature of interactivity. We have looked at both plot-based
and character-based systems and how they have tried to meet the challenge of the narrative
paradox, of reconciling user freedom with narrative structure.

Few of the systems we considered have been aimed at entertainment, with education
and training often the driving application domains. Computer games have however had a
substantial impact, both through the widespread use of game engines for development, and as
a possible route to the uptake of narrative technology. As with other branches of AI this last
has been a slow process, with issues relating to creative control and technological robustness
acting as powerful braking processes.

The differences and similarities between SRs and IVAs have been discussed, and the
additional difficulties and opportunities that working with robots provides. We also looked
briefly at the differences between interactive narrative and story-telling and why the latter is
more often targeted than the former by SRs. Content creation was identified as a substantial
bottleneck in the creation of virtual narratives, and we looked at the ways researchers have
tried to meet this challenge.

Finally we have examined how far machine learning may contribute, and whether narrative
in augmented reality environments can provide some new opportunities.
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